Active Knowledge Engineering Laboratory

The Active Knowledge Engineering Lab activities include investigations that are about discovering, externalizing, expressing, representing, sharing, exploring, configuring, activating, growing and managing enterprise knowledge as well as designing new programming platforms based on mentioned above principles by focusing on the following topics.

1. Filmfications of Methods and Data Existing systems of symbols and notations are usually very abstract and there is a great gap between the form and meaning of data/knowledge. Our long-term education, in an essential part, is reduced to training our brain for being ‘encoding-decoding’ machine bridging this gap. The abstractness mentioned and bridging operations are sources of serious mental and physical problems for a great variety of people and, especially for disabled and elderly. Our aging society is also becoming information society. So, the above-mentioned aspect of our environment is becoming crucial. That is why, our research is to develop a new environment with lesser level of abstraction and with
the better quality of people life. Our general program is cyber-infrastructure including high-performance computing. We are also thinking about active knowledge being developed by humanity and undertaking research efforts in visual (multimedia) languages and tools, parallel and distributed systems. In a great part, our research and development are based on an idea of self-explanatory components in a cyberFilm format. A cyberFilm is a set of color stills supported, if necessary, by text, voice/sound and special links. Each still is to represent a view (some features) of objects or processes. Each cyberFilm is to represent a multiple view (an extended set of dynamic and/or static features) of objects or processes. The more accurate and relevant views are used, the greater adequacy is reached. The idea of cyberFilms is used for the specification of information resources and programming operations with the resources, as well as for the representation of multimedia messages and implementation of human-computer interfaces. The idea of equal opportunities to all individuals in the use of information resources is used to create a right set of cyberFilms and methods of their adaptation. We lead four clusters of projects related to filmification of methods and data: 1) Active Knowledge Studio for teachers, students, and programmers, 2) Semantic Surfaces in Ambient Living Environments for elderly, 3) Virtual objects, haptic interface and 3D printers for people doing fast prototyping, and 4) WWW-based software for users involved in multimedia programming and distance learning.

2. Human-Computer Interaction and Natural Language Parsing

Experimenting with human behavior via human-computer interaction is challenging and interesting topic with many possible problems. Our research interests include: - Artificial intelligence systems for computer games; - Virtual experiments based on human-computer interaction; - Understanding and modeling human behavior. Natural language processing is a challenging branch of modern artificial intelligence. Its applications include text analysis, machine translation, computer-assisted language learning, grammar checking, and information retrieval. Our current research is mostly focused at parsing, i.e. at analysis of language sentences in order to discover dependencies between individual words

3. Service-oriented Ubiquitous Environment for e-Learning and High-Performance Computing

The main goal of the project is in research and development of the multi-purposed Distributed Heterogeneous Environment that can easily be adapted to the different application areas. The system will allow integration of program and information components designed by different groups of developers. Accordingly, we are developed the virtual Model-View-Controller (MVC) design patterns in order to explore the other composite patterns for an efficient integration of the appli-
ations and services. Based on this platform, we are designing a set of application-oriented systems including Service-Oriented Tsunami Wave Propagation Modeling Tool and e-Learning Computational Cloud (eLC2). Main components of the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) for the Tsunami Wave Propagation Modeling are developing by adaptation of the MOST (Method of Splitting Tsunami) software package. A software tool developed allows implementing calculations remotely on the server by choosing the available computational resources via an ordinary WEB browser. The eLC2 is based on proposed a Task Management approach for e-Learning software components. We are exploring the strategy to collaborate components for automatic Task assignment, Problem generation and the Verification based on a Formula and Verification Engines that encapsulate the strategy. Wikipedia Miner re-usable services are an important part of this approach. We prototyped the WikiGloss tool which is based on a glossing approach helping learners of English-as-second-language on an extensive reading task. The other application is an Intelligent Hints service for a Task Management Environment by providing explanatory links from relevant Wikipedia articles related to topics of the e-Learning task.
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The tool based on a self-explanatory language that allows direct specification of activities and algorithmic features is proposed. Using this tool, a user can view, edit, and execute algorithms from a library and deepen their understanding by experimenting with parameters and formulas. This paper describes the unique usage of the language for algorithm learning and the features of the tool as well as results of an experiment to verify the learning effect.


The convenience and programmer’s productivity are the main point of visual programming systems and languages. From the other side, the parallel programming is mainly focused on reaching the high performance by optimization of executable code. The Movie-based Programming is based not only on the introduction of special symbols and images with semantic support, but also on a series of images that can present dynamical features of algorithms. The presented paper describes a technique of OpenMP parallelization of Movie-based algorithms in order to obtain the suitable program performance. The results of numerical experiments are also presented showing applicability of the proposed technique including implementation, code validity checking and performance testing.


This paper proposes the definition of a Task Management approach for e-Learning software components. The Task Management approach primary deals with subjects that require processing of mathematical expressions. We are exploring the strategy to collaborate components for automatic Task assignment with automatic Problem generation and the verification method. The support of the Task Management strategies in the framework of current systems, has
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limitations handling automatic verification of mathematical expressions. Therefore, our proposal is to elaborate the strategy for an enhanced Task Management system based on a Formula and Verification Engines that encapsulate the strategy; moreover, that can be integrated within a distributed development platform and exposed under Business-to-Client mode of communication. We describe the components and strategy to follow in further implementation for numerical and formula based Task Management e-Learning systems.

[vazhenin-07:2012] A. Vazhenin, K. Hayashi, and A. Romanenko. Service-oriented tsunami wave propagation modeling tools. In K. Miura Editors A. Vazhenin, J. Herder, editor, Proceedings of the Joint International Conference on Human-Centered Computer Environments (HCCE 2012), pages 131–136, Aizuwakamatsu, Japan, March 2012. ACM, The International Conference Proceedings Series (ICPS) published by ACM. A big variety of methods and services for Tsunami Modeling require developing special approaches supporting integration of these heterogeneous components with respect to the various development platforms and architectures. In this paper, we are considering a way of transforming the Tsunami Wave Propagation Modeling Software to a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). The transformation was implemented based on the original Virtual MVC-design pattern (VMVC-pattern) that is demarcating a Functional (View) and an Implementation (Model) task by inducing an Integrator (Controller). The paper describes basic features of the MOST (Method of Splitting Tsunami) software package that was used as an initial Propagation Software Engine. It also includes an analysis the initial and output tsunami data and the description of a VMVC-based prototype in which control and resource management operations can be implemented via WEB-interface.
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